
Assessment Committee Meeting 

November 22, 2013 

9am Melbourne, Campus,  

In Attendance:  

1. Minutes of October, November no changes suggested.  Review and old business. Approval to be 
conducted via e-mail. Minutes of subcommittee meeting also reviewed. These will be approved 
via e-mail. 

2. Review and approve AA program Assessment report-Laura Earle made some suggestions for 
amending the report. These were rolled in. No other feedback was received. Report will be sent 
out for approval via e-mail. 

3. Subcommittee Updates 
a. Communications Handbook-no progress/new member added 
b. LOR Organization-Wagner, nothing to report 
c. Research and Curriculum Group-Roslonowski (not in attendance) Katina related that we 

were asked to move the time line up for implementation of how to scaffold the core 
abilities across the curriculum. Subsequent meeting with entire group to address 
moving up the scaffolding of Core Abilities, and moving up the assessment process, and 
separate out the AA and the AS students. As far as how to separate out the AA students-
--no reason why this can’t be done for spring. Technology group is working on a tool for 
collection of artifacts---and will make a recommendation to …who? Dr. M or perhaps 
AAC Tech committee. With respect to moving up the cycle, the logistics are not in place. 
The first concern, addressing the gaps in the curriculum---bit of a heated discussion 
followed. The AC decided to wait on the written recommendation.  If it requires the 
change then so be it. If not, then we need to look at other ways to do this. Debra 
Anderson---are we going to have that discussion now…Linda Miedema received the 
report last night. We will put that on hold for now.  

d. Deb Anderson XITRICS---reviewed but deemed unacceptable—mainly because we still 
had to compile data. Still would require a lot of work. Jayne is going to call SMART EVAL-
--another demo coming, with the entire Committee participating. Committee has only 
looked at the two systems. One recommendation is made it should be sent directly to 
Linda M/ please copy AAC as well. Suggested that we volunteer Chuck Kise to participate 
in this process as a liaison between ETAS and AC. 

4. Resources needed for PT faculty in the spring –35 faculty will be participating.  
a. Discussion of the instructions---with respect to AA versus AS faculty. Discussion of how 

to do this. Consensus is to have faculty do this when they redact all the other 
information.  Some discussion of whether the AS student artifacts even needed to be 
collected. Decided to have the faculty member label the AA student, but all student 
artifacts will be collected. Laura E suggested that having everybody sampled is helpful ---
especially as we eventually will get a system in place that can do that for us—by B#. 



Laura Dunn suggested that we just label the non-AA students. Cindy Puckett said that 
not all of her faculty are tech savvy or even comfortable with technology. It is important 
to clarify that the faculty do it electronically. We should provide a map to faculty for 
how to identify that information. Dr. Miedema’s office will send out an e-mail with the 
rationale for this action. Discussion of how to deal with electronic submissions. 

b. Debbie Anderson wants to discuss how we deal with those who do not submit artifacts. 
Are you ever going to have a 100% submission? The committee cannot enforce the 
participation. Some faculty ignored the whole process. Some faculty did not participate 
in the scoring process. But the majority of faculty did show up and do what they need to 
do.  Discussion of message---How to present a clear example of what other schools are 
doing. Cindy Puckett suggested that faculty get the message from the DCs, Cluster 
Chairs, AAC, Provosts, ---working from a script. We need to re-assess how we are doing 
this.  Our process of implementation is woefully lacking at this point.  Communications 
subcommittee created. Get the talking points together---from the top down. Debra 
Anderson said that our efforts from the last two years the implementation has been 
coming from this committee. Now that the process is getting broader in terms of 
sampling plan---we need more than the assessment committee. Laura Dunn says a key 
piece of this is the department chairs. They are in a position to hear the complaints, 
frustrations and help smooth things over---faculty to faculty. Cluster Chairs should also 
be a key piece of this. Joint e-mail to faculty from Dr. M, Dr, G, Dr, D and Barb Kennedy 
and CTE---can you take on this task?  

c. Further discussion of the SACS report.  Recommendation 1: The Committee 
recommends that EFSC assess the extent to which it achieves the outcomes and 
provide evidence of improvement based on the analysis of results for its Associate of 
Arts program. Will this be made available to public? 

d. Debbie Anderson asked if we will have input from the faculty who have done this 
assessment—looking at changes that they are making in the classroom. Work 
cooperatively---could we not list those courses that have a SL component as part of that 
response? Not listed as part of the competencies---SOW has been implementing---Ott, 
Derrick, Campbell, and Baratian.  The option of co-curricular activities as part of an 
assessment of AA outcomes with respect to Core Abilities.  

e. Further discussion Barb and Laura Dunn will work with the Communications 
Subcommittee ( Carrie, Luke, Phil and Barb and Laura) to put together a marketing thing 
for Assessment. 

f. Agreed that we will speed up the assessment, as a one-time deal. Communication e-mail 
will make this clear.   

g. Brief break (10 minutes ) Meeting resumed at 11am 
h. Discussion resumed/Any other questions? Luke Motion to move up our second round of 

data collection to Fall 2014 in order to address SACS recommendation number one, one 
time only. Dan seconded the motion. Motion passed on unanimous voice vote… 

i. Discussion of logistics---dedicate one day at the fall welcome back, per Dr. Miedema. 
Katina suggested that communicate this to faculty/continuous message over spring 



semester. Logistics---bringing in the Provosts, Dr. M, Barb etc for the planning of this. 
Luke asked that if we require all the disciplines get this done by June 1—letting them 
decide how to get together. Katina noted that it should be decided in the planning… 

j. Focus on what needs to happen at Spring in service- There will be a general session. 
Brief overview of OSD, then right into assessment with ALL faculty present. Linda will 
introduce and AC and AAC will present a united front with administration----Carrie 
suggests “Get off your Assessment!” Planning for spring 

i. Emails for DCs and part time faculty---Katina and Carrie will draft and send out 
to AC for review  

ii. Katina will have rubrics and artifacts added to the LOR. She also added all 
faculty. There were a handful that were not able to be admitted to Angel. 

iii. General scoring dates submitted ---April 25 and May 9 requested through Ethel 
and Phil. Linda approved the dates.  Dates should be sent out this semester, 
BEFORE  the in service. Discussion of conflicts. Dev Ed faculty did not have the 
dates set when these were set.  

iv. Lead faculty on each campus----team leaders from last year have been identified 
from last year/a quarter have responded…Katina will follow up with the rest/DC 
is also part of this support  

v. Communication of scoring dates for the spring in service. Carrie will draft the 
message/Luke will help. Initial communication from Linda, then from the 
Provosts.  

vi. In service General Assembly  
1. Linda introduces Assessment/speeding up the assessment cycle so 

analysis will happen in the summer or at a full day scoring date in the 
fall---- 

2. Then break-out sessions/with room assignments 
3. No extra work for spring…. 

vii. In communication to go out this semester---an agenda will be included with the 
scoring session 

1. Scoring and then analysis---then report to the discipline and make 
decisions by the end of the day---if new materials are to be created/ 

2. Luke Leonard motioned we establish May 9 as our First Assessment 
Retreat—scoring and analysis with lunch(?). Goal is to develop an action 
plan which will have to be implemented over the summer. Template to 
help ---for what to complete that day-indicating who is responsible and 
when it will get done….E-mail announcing retreat will go out this 
semester. Debbie Anderson seconds the motion. Voice vote—
unanimous.  

k. SPRING in service Linda talk about SACS, then break into AA and AS programs, do a joint 
presentation by AAC, AC and CTE. Then a panel discussion of each presentation.  Some 
time MAY be used to inform the faculty about the scaffolding plan and the work/Then 
launch survey to collect feedback from faculty about their ideas about how to  scaffold 



the Core Abilities across the curriculum.  Include a little “show and tell” panel 
discussion—What the disciplines are doing to assess the Core Abilities---Nominate 
someone from the disciplines to (re)present ---eight areas. 

 

l. Katina confirmed with Linda, that if we move up our assessment cycle to the fall, would 
that be enough to address the SACS recommendation 

 
m. Part of talking points---the fact that the CAS will be phased out once we’ve made the 

second round of data collection/ or have some confirmation from SACS that we no 
longer need that….Because that would be 3 cycles… 

 
n. Proposed meeting for Spring semester---will be the Wednesday, January 8 9am-noon in 

Cocoa. Room TBD. 
 

o. Action item; Linda will check with Dick Paradise if new BAS building will be available for 
our January meeting. 

 
p. Move to adjourn by Katina. Seconded by Laura 

 


